Band Alia Tempora is very young and talented
group. As we can see a band of great pains to
impress with
its beautiful clips and music. Markéta Morávková
won many hearts with its beautiful appearance
and its beautiful talented voice. She's trying to
show music that something extraordinary our
world much good in every music inspired to
believe in miracles.
Not long ago released a new clip «Humanity»
band and vocalist Alia Tempora is Markéta
Morávková. Clip «Humanity» gained 12,366
views and on-site in Youtube.
Overview of the video «Humanity»
The first impression after watching the clip
caused a good feeling and a couple of obscure
details in the video:
videos 10-10
Style 8-10

First the good:
Clip filmed well, music is ideal, as the band is
always looking great and Markéta Morávková as
always looks beautiful.
Undetermined details:
The plot and style of the clip was not clear. About
how two guys fight and in the end the guy was in
a feel of deja vu and decided to spare his
opponent. And in the end we escaped together
from the factory. I want to say There was no
relationship I think you can improve this time
adding a clear meaning..
Point :
Band 10-10
Vocal 11-10
Music 10-10

Stone Broken
drummer Robyn
Haycock picks her ten
favourite songs by
Lzzy Hale & Co.
When it comes to singing, Lzzy
Hale is one of the best female
rock singers on the scene right
now. She has the aggression
and attitude needed to front a

kick-ass rock band! On a side
note, Arejay is one of my
favourite drummers too!
Below are my top 10 Halestorm
songs.
Stone Broken's new album Ain't
Always Easy will be released on
March 2. The band start a UK
and European Tour later this
month.

I Get Off
This is a kick-ass song, Lzzy’s
vocals sound huge in the chorus.

She tells a story that you can get
lost in whilst listening to the track.
You Call Me A Bitch Like It’s A
Bad Thing
Lzzy brings the attitude in this
song. I love the whole vibe, from
the drums to the vocals. An allround awesome song.
Love Bites
Love bites is an awesome, fastpaced track that gets straight to the

point with no messing around. Lzzy
shows everyone what she can do.
I Miss The Misery
I can remember going to a
Halestorm show for the first time
and they started with this song.
Lzzy belted out the first note and it
gave me chills. From that moment I
was hooked, and catch them live
whenever I can.
Mz. Hyde
I Love blasting this song loud for
all to hear, it’s a headbanger from
the very start, riffs, pounding
drums and vocal melodies that
won’t leave your head… my kind
of song!

Don’t Know How To Stop
This song gets played quite a lot
on my playlist, especially when
we’re out on tour, It’s a belter
of a song!
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Freak Like Me
Heavy as hell, this is a like a rock
fan theme tune. “It’s our time
now...", followed by Lzzys’
signature scream Proper rock!
It’s Not You
You can’t beat a song that starts
with a chorus! The middle eight in
this song is pure chugg, and then
Lzzy lets rip! Huge range, loads of
aggression.

What Were You Expecting
Lzzy's vocals in this song are
insane. From the harmonies to
the high notes, she belts it out!
I Am The Fire
I love the statement in this song: no
matter what you're going through,
you're always gonna come out of it
a stronger person. Always believe
in yourself and follow your
dreams!

Review: New clip with Dark Sarah – trespasser
Heidi Parviainen is very talent singer and beautiful! Some I think she s must be actress too and this clip
have great style, effects and fight of course! Style clip little same assassin's creed because interesting
fighting and place desert. I am understand how there very hot!! Music so great I am happy listen non stop.
About Heidi Parvianen:
Dark Sarah is a new project of Heidi Parviainen (ex- Amberian Dawn) that combines elements of metal music,
film music and music theater.
The albums are concept albums and tell a story of a young woman Sarah and her evil side persona Dark
Sarah.The debut album "Behind the Black Veil" was published in May 2015 and the second album "The
Puzzle" in November 2016 in Europe and North America throughInner Wound Recordings. The third album
and final part of the first trilogy (The Chronicles) called "The Golden Moth" will be released in 2018.
Story: Heidi Parviainen
Music and Lyrics by: Heidi Parviainen, Mikko P. Mustonen, Emy Frost, Perttu Vänskä and Janne Storm
Production: Mikko P. Mustonen - Pathos Music
Point
Music 10|10
Vocal 13|10
Lyrics 10|10
Video 13|10
Style 13|10

http://www.rebelcircus.com

What Goth Culture Looks Like Around The World
The goth kids in high school might have seemed like they were just going through a phase,
but many of them never grew out of it, and what they didn't grow out of is becoming an
international sensation. Here, we take a look at what goth culture looks like around t he
world!
Are you up on any goth cultures that we didn't catch in this list? Leave us a
comment and let us know!

The existence of goth culture in Brazil is quite shocking
enough, but did you know there is actually a thriving goth
scene in the Amazon Jungle?

Goth culture is getting
so big in Canada that
all goth-based festivals are springing up across the nation.
Note how they lean a bit more toward the steampunk side
of things with their goth attire
Iran is another country that not many would think of
when talking about goth culture, but young Iranians have
been more frequently identifying with the morbid Western
motifs of goths.

Melissa Bonny is great woman and talent singer 2 band Rage Of Light and Evenmore. Her voice so
perfect and you can listening her music always. Now days She is young and popular rock diva and has
tour with great band Serenity!! If you have free time buy ticket an run to her concert!! So let start review
her video clip
Rage Of light – I can, I will
In clip Melissa Bony with second vocalist Jonathan Pellet they have great voice and music very good!!
About style video clip nice color red and black with white light (left and Right). Record video clip nice.
But in this video clip I think a lot minimalism but nothing bad) that same with first video clip Deception
but with color dark blue style. My conclusion – Normal clip with cool song.
Point

Band 13-10
Vocal 13-10
Music 10-10
videos 10-10
Style 7-10

1) How do you describe your music?
I think of our music as something emotional,
dramatic and vibrant. This is why we decided to
define our style as vibrant symphonic metal.
2) Do you have favorite singer which could
influence in your music?
Our band members have
different tastes in music.
Some listen to
symphonic metal, some
to power metal, doom
metal or simply rock.
Although for me
personally the biggest
influence came from
bands Nightwish, Tarja
and Within Temptation.
These were the icons
that inspired me to
create Lureaway.
3) Do you have a plans
about create new
album and tour in
Europe?
In 2017 we have
released our debut EP
“Saviour” and now we
are working on the full
album that will be
released this year. The album will be focused on
human feelings and emotions seasoned with a bit
of mystery and magic. After its release we plan
to have album presentation gigs mostly across
Europe.
4) Do you often find time to see live
performances from other bands?

Yes, I visit our local clubs quite often to listen
and support both home and foreign bands.
5) Who writes your song? And from where
do you get your inspiration?
Usually the initial idea for a song comes from
me and then the whole band participates in its
creation. I draw inspiration from all around me,
including my personal
experience. Sometimes
inspiration comes to me in
the form of a melody and
sometimes as a story.
6) Who has the best sense
of humor in the band?
Our solo-guitarist and
drummer are always
contesting for the first
place! 
7) What are your goals
with your music?
First and foremost it is the
possibility to express
myself and share the result
of our creativity with our
listeners. The goal also lies
in the necessity to always
progress further and to
mesmerize the audience
with our music.
8) What do you do to keep your voice in top
condition?
Besides regular practicing, I am coached by
professional opera singers on a weekly basis due
to my deep love for opera singing. Besides being
in a band I also participate in classical music
concerts singing operatic arias. In order to keep

my voice in top condition I sometimes have to
restrains myself from certain activities, like

drinking cold beverages, eating ice cream,
walking in cold air, etc.
9) Its hard for you to be the only girl in the
band?
No, because I am not the only girl in our band 
We have a lovely lady playing keyboards!
10) What is your favorite hobby away from
music?
Speaking of hobbies, nothing comes close to
singing, but the scope of my interests includes
designing clothes, playing squash, belly dance,
and programming.
11) Do you have friends from female metal
performance?
Not really.
12) are you a fulltime musicans or do you
have a ''normal'' job too?
Music is my passion and maybe one day it will
become my fulltime occupation, but now I work
in an IT company.

Lisa Rieger is the singer of german symphonic
metal band HYDRA.
Lisa is writing lyrics and vocal melodies for the band. She's also strongly involved in other
creative band processes such as developing a good artwork concept along with the music
Besides singing in a band she works fulltime as a social worker, has a masters degree. In her
free time she enjoys jogging, tennis, good food and painting or drawing. Her favourite artists
are the band Wintersun and Liv Kristine
.

1) How do you describe your music? I
would describe it as Heavy Metal, catchy
and a bit progressive.
2) Do you have favorite singer which could
influence in your music? My influences as a
singer comes from both male and female
singers. Some to mention are Midnight, Kate
Bush, Nils K Rue, Russell Allen etc.
3) Do you have a
plans about create
new album and tour
in Europe? Right
now we are releasing
our debut album
Netherworld and are
always writing music
so we are up with
some new material
for a second album.
Speaking about a
tour, we are just now
planning for more
gigs and we hope to
get to tour in Europe
soon as well.
4) Do you often find
time to see live
performances from other bands? Yes! It is a
priority in life, I love to watch concerts and
get to see my live performances. I enjoy
visiting both festivals and clubs.

5) Who writes your song? And from where
do you get your inspiration? Well Stellan are
the one creating the music while I get to
write some of the lyrics and basically we get
inspiration from life itself.
6) Who has the best sense of humor in the
band? Oh we are all a bunch of weirdos and
we got a big sense of humor, if I must
nominate one it must be
our bassplayer Daniel who
often does updates on
instagram in a really fun
and crazy way and he is a
fantastic guy who has
positive vibes.
7) What are your goals
with your music? Our goal
is to play live as much as
we can and that people
who listen to us will meet
up with us and share a
good time at concerts with
Hexed.
8) What do you do to keep
your voice in top
condition? I sing a lot! I
always train my voice so
that it will keep its condition all time.
9) Its hard for you to be the only girl in the
band? No and really I always have been
equal to my bandmates. I cant see why it

would be hard? Is it hard for the other guys
to be men? In my opinion it’s a question that
doesn’t have a purpose and the gender
shouldn’t be a issue. I think all metalheads
are equal and a part of a great big family
around the world.
10) What is your favorite hobby away from
music? I enjoy outdoor life, gardening,
culturing, fishing and I am also intetested in

occultism and supernatural stuff.
11) Do you have friends from female metal
performance? Yes I have!
12) are you a fulltime musicans or do you
have a normal job too? I have a fulltime
normal job beside my musicianship. In the
daytime Im at work and then I go home and
get to work with Hexed.

Review Album: Welcome to the new
world
About Nicoletta Rosellini
We know her from frist band Kalidia and now she singer
new band Walk In Darkness. She is very talent singer
and beautiful woman. She is hard working in two bands.
She s future in Rock Music 
About Album
New album “Welcome to the new world” By band Walk
In Darkness to be released on February 17th 2018.
Tracklist:
1. Crossing the Final Gate
2. Sailing Far Away
3. Welcome to the New World
4. Rome
5. I'm the Loneliness
6. Persephone's Dance
7. Flame on Flame
8. A Way to the Stars This album have something new style and all songs great! For us favorite songs its
Crossing the Final Gate, Welcome to the new world, Rome. We can say “Walk In Darkness” band did
great work because for young band big step in music career with wonderful Nicoletta Rosellini.but we have
interesting questions to band “Why hide your face” If that style we can understand but one day we hope
they open face because very interesting who there.
So our points
Lyrics 10/10 Music 10/10 Vocals 10/10 Band 8/10
Totally 9.00

Review album: Last Days Of Eden-Chrysalis
About band: Last Days Of Eden – very cool band and
with great vocalist Lady Ani and Dani G. Band young but
they have a lot of fans and win heart own fans with great
music and they have brilliant reviews from people. I think
this great band has big success in rock music!!!

About Album:
All Music great and I think every song have little story
with very interesting feelings. This album have
interesting style because little same Lacuna Coil, Delain,
Xandria and Serenity. Because every song have
something medieval. I like their album because never
heard before so cool music!!
Music 14-10
Lyrics 10-10
Vocals 13-10
Band 10-10
Totally 12

1) How do you describe your music?
The band's born in 2010, when all members
listened to such band as Nightwish, After
Forever and Epica, so in our first songs you
can find many symphonic influences, both in
instrumental parts and in my vocal technique,
but if you pay attention you can also find
some electronic elements hidden among
orchestrations. I think that these electronic
parts are what really defined our music
through the years: in fact, in our full length
“The Alpha Memory” they became much
more prominent as “traditional” instrume nts
(except for piano) left the spotlight.

2) Do you have favorite singer which could
influence in your music?

In our next album, that is work in progress
right now, we're taking everything a step
further, drawing sounds from dance music,
electronic music, as I'm trying different vocal
styles as well.

Definitely yes. We're working on new songs,
I think they'll be about 9-10, that will fit in a
concept album, so we'll plan a tour as soon as
we'll have them ready to be played live. We'd
like to reach as many nations as possible
across Europe, so maybe we'll try to join a
bigger band tour as support band….who
knows.

In the end our music is a modern metal with
strong electronic influences.

When I started listening to metal music many
years ago, Nightwish was my main source of
inspiration, first in the Tarja era and now that
Floor Jansen joined the band: I believe Floor
is an incredible artist with a great vocal
versatility. To me now she’s the best female
singer in metal world.

3) Do you have a plans about create new
album and tour in Europe?

This new concept is a quite hard work, I don't
want to spoil but I can tell you that it involves
more than “just” music, so in the meantine we
recorded a cover from “The Hunger Games”
OST and we'll realease it as a single very
soon with a video.

4) Do you often find time to see live
performances from other bands?
Well, it depends. We all have a job, our bass
player is a student but it doesn't mean he's not

busy, we all make a sport and we have a
variety of issues to deal with for the band
(songwritng, rehearsal, promotion), so our
downtime is very low, especially if you want
also go out with your friends or see your
family.
However, when we know about a band
playing near us, whether a big one or a
friend's one, we do our best to go and see it
playing live, 'cause sometimes it's a great
experience also to be on the other side of the
fence.

5) Who writes your song? And from where
do you get your inspiration?
The main idea usually comes from our
guitarist, graphic designer and webmaster
Gabriele, as well as the concept of the album
and the lyrics, then every member shares his
ideas about not only his own instrument, but
also about the arrangements, the whole song
in general. The final result is the mix of
everyone's way of thinking music and

background: some of us listen to power
metal, some others to prog metal or death
metal, others still to 90’s eurodance and
modern metal, so what you hear in the end
reflects all of our influences.

6) Who has the best sense of humor in the
band?
When we’re together there’s a very positive
mood, whether we’re rehearsing or talking
about the band’s future projects and that’s

very important because
everything seems easiers.

when

it’s

so

Beyond this, I think our drummer Andrea has
the best sense of humour: he also leads a
pretty mundane life, so you can consider him
the funny side of the band.

7) What are your goals with your music?
First of all we
like to play/sing,
every one of us
loves
his
instruments and
music in general.
But music is also
a way we can
express
ourselves,
tell
about our hopes
and fears. Of
course it would
be
great
to
became a big
metal band and
travel the world
playing gigs, but I think that’s not the reasons
you should start playing music.

8) What do you do to keep your voice in
top condition?
Unfortunately I always had a fragile voice: I
dealt with many problems through the years
and this fact forced me to find a better singing
technique and pay more caution than most
singers. I studied the Proel method and I
reccommend it to everyone who wants to take
care of his/her own voice, especially during a
high stress period.

9) Its hard for you to be the only girl in the
band?
Actually no: I was a tomboy when I was a kid,
so I often feel more comfortable when I have
fun with guys than when I’m with other girls.

10) What is
your favorite
hobby
away
from music?
I’ve
been a
model for many
years, but now
I’ve cross the
line
and
I
discover
photography: it
became a strong
passion, I study
it whenever I
can.

11) Do you have
friends from female metal performance?
Yes. When we play with other female fronted
bands I often get on with other singers.
Through these years I shared the stage with
most of Italian metal singers and I
estabilished a friendship with some of them.

12) are you a fulltime musicans or do you
have a ''normal'' job too?
It would be great to be full time musicians but
nowadays it’s really hard, so we all have a
“normal” job. Maybe in the future, who
knows...

I make time. I love supporting the local
scene and talent.
5) Who writes your song? And from
where do you get your inspiration?
We all write our own parts so Clayton
(guitar) may come up with something or
Sylvain (Bassist) will come up with
something and they just kind of feed off
each-other.
Our inspiration I would say is very
emotion based and when we are together
6) Who has the best sense of humor in
the band?
Totally me ;) But of coarse we all are
super goofy and laugh alot

1) How do you describe your music?
We like to call ourselves scrap metal but
most classify us in the realm of Melodic
Death Metal
2) Do you have favorite singer which
could influence in your music?
Not particularly but if I had to say 3 I most
admire for their creativity it would be Greg
Puciato (Dillinger Escape Plan), Efrem
Schulz (Death By Stereo), Chino Moreno
(Deftones)

3) Do you have a plans about create new
album and tour in Europe?
We will be recording a new album in
September and hopefully tour over to
Europe in by 2019
4) Do you often find time to see live
performances from other bands?

7) What are your goals with your
music?
We would love to be independent and do
music full time and tour without having to
worry about a day job. That's the dream
8) What do you do to keep your voice in
top condition?
I warm up everyday, stay hydrated, try to
keep the vocals going and just make sure if I
feel any sort of pain immediately stop
9) Its hard for you to be the only girl in
the band?
At times sure but mostly I am just a dude
10) What is your favorite hobby away
from music?
Is there other things? Haha. I love writing
and cooking
11) are you a fulltime musicans or do you
have a normal job too?
Unfortunately not yet, we all have day jobs

1) How do you describe your music?
1. In our music we combine melodic female
singing with harder music. In our music you
can find symphonic elements, gothic
elements. My melodic singing is sometimes
combined with a male growl voice. Various
stories take place at the background of each
song. For example, the song Calling is about
a mysterious siren. She attracts sailors by
singing and then she drowning them.
2) Do you have favorite singer which
could
influence in
your music?
2. There are
many singers I
admire and
who inspire
me. From the
rock and metal
scene, for
example, Roy
Khan, Chester
Bennigton,
Tarja Turunen,
Amy Lee,
Sharon Den
Adel. I also
have my
favorite opera
singers. From us from the Czech Republic, it
is eg. Dagmar Peckovб or Magdalena
Koћena Patrнcie Janečková and from abroad
Anna Netrebko, Renee Fleming, Joys
Didonato ....

3) Do you have a plans about create new
album and tour in Europe?
3. No, right now our band is not complete
and we are looking for a bass player. We
haven ´t any plans right now..
4) Do you often find time to see live
performances from other bands?
4. I honestly don ´t go to concerts and
festivals very often, but I never miss a live
performance of Tarja, she often performs
concerts in the Czech
Republic. Last time I was
at her Christmas concert,
which was wonderful.
And I was at Evanescence
in the summer, which was
also a great experience.
5) Who writes your
song? And from where
do you get your
inspiration?
5. Our music is composed
mainly by our
keyboardist Jirka. I
composed some pieces
and some of our songs are
composed by our guitarist
Petr..I can ´t tell you what
is their inspiration for composing songs but
my inspiration are mythic and fantasy
stories, such as the Lord of the Rings world
or the horror stories by E.A. Poe. I am also
very inspired by the world of vampires. How
I Love Vampires: D: D
6) Who has the best sense of humor in the
band?
6. Maybe our keybordist Jirka :D :D
7) What are your goals with your music?
7. I cant answere because our band is not
complete now. So I dont know whats our
goals in music right now.

8) What do you do to keep your voice in
top condition?
8. Controled breath support is the basis for
my vocal technique so I regularly perform

various breathing exercises and train my
diaphram and then, of course, voice
exercises. Before every singing I have to
warm up my voice. Overall, I try to get
healthy but when if I feel really ill or sick I
do not sing that day. Sometimes it's better
not to sing than to get the voice tired or
damaged because it is difficult to get back
into condition.
9) Its hard for you to be the only girl in
the band?
Yes, sometimes it is hard. But I would not
change it anyway.
10) What is your favorite hobby away
from music?
10. I like to read a books. I love this books:
Harry Potter books by J.K. Rowling,

Vampire Diaries by L.J. Smith, The Lord of
The Ring, Hobbit by J.R.R. Tolkien,
Interview with the Vampire by Anna Rice,
Eragon by Christopher Paolini and many
may more. I love whatching movies and tv
shows for example: Movies: Titanic, The
Green Mile, The Da Vinci Code, The
Crimson Rivers, Queen of the Damned.
TV Shows:The Walking Dead, How I Met
Your Mother, Frieds, The Middle, Buffy the
vampire slayer, Charmed (the last two are
my childhood favourite shows. :D)
11) are you a fulltime musicans or do you
have a normal job too?
11.Not yet.
12. I am not full time musician. I am student
there days. I wish I will be a full-time
musician one day.

Answering musicians: Stela Atanasova - Lead
Vocals, Electric Viola, Keyboards;
Angel Kitanov - Keyboards

1)

How do you describe your music?

Stela Atanasova: The style of our music is a
symphonic metal with lead female operatic
vocals. Some people define us as power
metal, gothic metal band and all would be
right, but for us the most accurate definitio n
is symphonic metal with many beautiful
melodic lines, soft vocals, mystical lyrics,
heavy guitars and drums, multi- layered
musical structures, gentle electric viola, and
fabulous Irish flute.

2)
Do you have favorite singer which
could influence in your music?
Stela Atanasova: Yes of course. Everyone
over the years has had his own favorites, in
the face of bands and vocalists. For me
personally one of my most inspired vocals is
Montserrat Caballé.

3)
new

Do you have a plans about create
album and tour in Europe ?

4)
Stela Atanasova: We are currently
working on our full length album called “For
All Beyond”, which will be released this

April. I can boldly say that this album will be
something very interesting and new to the
style of music we create. Especially given
that nowadays the musical market is
oversaturated by as much as similar-sound ing
bands that is somewhat difficult to discern, I
think this album will solidify its place on the
world music scene. As for a tour in Europe,
we would always go for it and dream about
the day it will happen, but of course it does

not all depend only on us. We are music ia ns
and do what we do best - we make music for
people. It is hard to overlook the fact that
most groups are forced to pay for everything
to be able to go to play somewhere abroad
and largely their strength and purpose shift in
how and where they could arrange
participation something that should not
depend on them at all. In my view, if a band
has fans all over the world and they want to
hear it, a completely different system must be
launched to skip the stereotypes and allow
such independent bands as ours to reach out
to their fans without having to sell their

Angel Kitanov: Yes. Here in Bulgaria in the
last years we’ve had the chance to see live
lots bands from all over the world. There are
many bands here that make permanent
concerts on a very high level. So we do not
suffer from the lack of opportunities to hear
and see our favorite bands live.

property or sell their labor at a priceless price
to reach their covenant.

all the songs and lyrics of Metalwings. I get
my inspiration to create Music from my
memories, believes, hopes and dreams. Life
is the greatest inspiration to me.

6)
Who writes your song? And from
where do you get your inspiration?
Stela Atanasova: I have the honor to write

5)
Do you often find time to see live
performances from other bands?
7)
Who has the best sense of humor in
the band?

Angel Kitanov: Thank goodness we all have
a sense of humor, and that has always saved
us in very difficult situations for our band.
But in general, the most distinguished person
with a sense of humor is Blackie.

8)
What are your goals with your
music?
Stela Atanasova: Music is created to be
heard and touch the hearts of people. Our
goal is not to become rich or famous. We
want our music to reach as many people as
possible in the world. And of course to reach
every place where people are waiting to hear
us live and to fill their world with pieces of
our music. We just want to keep touching
people’s hearts with our music.

a family, except that I try not to be their nanny
:) It’s very fun to be with so many men, to
laugh, to have fun, to travel with them and
specially to live together with them the thrill
of playing and creating music together. It’s
very interesting moment when you feel how
all the same energy that accumulates in
another nice song passes through everyone.
Actually is very nice to be the only girl in the
band. Everyone is trying in his own way to
take care of you and protect you. The same I
feel for them.

11)
What is your favorite hobby away
from music?
Angel Kitanov: To fish
Stela Atanasova: Read books and explore
different places in the world

9)
What do you do to keep your voice
in top condition?
Stela Atanasova: In addition to the
mandatory rules I have been following since
I sing to keep my voice in good shape, the
other thing that helps me is laughter, sleep
and fresh air.

10)
Its hard for you to be the only girl
in the band?
Stela Atanasova: Yes and No  It depends
on lots of factors. Sometimes the boys drive
me crazy. Everybody has a differe nt
character and everyone has different attitude
towards me. But in general we are really like

12)
Do you have friends from female
metal performance?
Stela Atanasova: Yes of course. It’s not
something unusual. It’s difficult but not
impossible 

13)
Are you a fulltime musicians or do
you have a ''normal'' job too?
Stela Atanasova: We are not fulltime
musicians yet. We all have a “normal” job 
although to be a musician is the best job for a
whole Life.

reminds Sharon Den Adel’s very
accurate and sweet vocals of Within
Temptation. But I also like stronger
voices like Kerry Ellis or Gabriela
Gunchikova, and Whitney Houston
along with Mariah Carey - because I
would love to have the same strength
myself. And I should mention at least
a couple of male singers who inspired
me a lot with their energy – Jorn
Lande and Peavey Wagner.
3) Do you have plans about create
new album and tour in Europe?

1) How do you describe your music?
Our music is diverse and in many ways
authentic, because we like to make
experiments. Nevertheless, I can say we
maintain the best features of the genre. The
result of our work creates certain
atmosphere, and I like it. I wouldn’t do it
otherwise.

Definitely, yes! We are currently
composing and arranging the material
for our next album. Much work to do,
and here comes our new single,
which, I hope, amuses all the listeners
while we keep on working on other
songs.
By the way, we have just released a new
cover about love on February, 14,
St.Valentine’s Day. “What is love” by
Haddaway was rearranged by The Rinn and

2) Do you have favorite singer who could
influence in your music?
Oh, there are plenty. At some point I was
much influenced by Nightwish and Tarja
Turunen, and I could hear that in my singing
from time to time. I’ve absorbed lots of
other nice examples that were appealing to
me, like Sarah Brightman’s and Loreena
McKennitt’s albums. They say, my voice

turned into a powerful metal track. Check it
out on youtube and put some comments, you
know, every artist would appreciate that
attention. And I can announce the name of
the upcoming single - “Destiny calls”. You
will be able to hear it very soon.
As for the tour, our closest date is March, 3
– Helsinki, Finland. We’ll be very glad to
see everyone on our show. It’s not an
ordinary concert, it will be a battle between
several bands for participation in FemME –

Female Metal Event in Netherlands later this
year.
4) Do you often find time to see live
performances from other bands?
Mostly I watch live videos on youtube.
Nowadays I don't
go to others' gigs
often, because I'm
too busy with my
family and work.
Anyway, live
videos of other
bands and singers
are quite useful
for analysing and
learning features,
nuances and
mistakes, and you
don't always hear
all the details
when you stand in
the audience.

Not me, for sure. It's either Roman or
Nikolay, we should run a contest, I
believe.=)
7) What are your goals with your music?
We do it for our own pleasure. My main
goal is self-improvement.
What else makes a person
complete rather than
creating something
positive? If we are
talking about less
idealistic matters, I would
appreciate more concerts
in good venues, more
audience, more tours
abroad, more thrilling
videos, etc.
8) What do you do to
keep your voice in top
condition?
I use simple vocal
hygiene. I don't smoke,
never tried it - it stinks!=)
I don't sing if I catch
cold. I try never to force
my voice. I prefer to
practice warm-ups before
singing songs. Besides, to
be in top condition you
should practice regularly!
And it’s vital to sleep
enough, especially before

5) Who writes
your songs? And
from where do
you get your
inspiration?
Our main
composer is
Roman, the bass
player, although if
he was
composing the material with other
musicians, it would have been completely
different. Everybody takes part in the
process of creation. I invent and elaborate
vocals along with Nikolay, we enjoy turning
instrumental draughts into actual songs.
Inspiration can be found everywhere. For
me, it's hidden in interesting books and
spectacular films, in beautiful nature
landscapes and old city centres, and in music
itself, too.
6) Who has the best sense of humor in the
band?

gigs.
9) Is it hard for you to be the only girl in the
band?
No, I feel myself best when I'm the only girl
in the band. I've always found it easier to get
along with boys. I don't mind other girls,
though, and the most important thing is to
reach the understanding and cooperation
between members of any gender.
10) What is your favorite hobby away from
music?

12) Are you a fulltime musicans or do you
have a ''normal'' job too?

Reading and travelling - they are of the same
kind. I don't actually travel much, but it
awakes the deepest emotions within me.
Crossing the borders leads to the expansion
of the boundaries of knowledge and
experience. And reading helps to discover
new worlds without going anywhere.
11) Do you have friends from female metal
performance?
Certainly! For example, Dasheki – a
wonderful female singer from our fellows
band Icewind Tales.

Earlier in my life I used to have jobs like
technical support, English lessons and
copywriting. Now I give vocal lessons, as
well as Nikolay. We’ve got our own vocal
studio where we can practice and record
tracks for our songs and songs of our
students. I can say, Nikolay is an 80lvl
coach for everyone who wants to improve
rock vocal skills and tone quality. As for
Roman and Vassily, they’ve got “normal”
jobs. Roman works as a technical supporter,
and Vassily – in a print shop. What about
our drummer Peter (The Great, ha-ha)? I
wonder where he gets money for his living,
he doesn’t work at the moment.
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